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Introduction
This manual describes the use of the Mission Editor of the game Ship Simulator 2008 v1.1. The
Mission editor was first released in conjunction with patch 1.1 of the game, issued early September
2007. Even though the game itself is released in various languages, the Mission editor is only released
in English.

General
Navigate with the cursor keys and the mouse (right-hand mouse button pushed while dragging the
mouse to rotate). Scroll wheel to zoom out. Click at the icon buttons at the top-right: Create, Mission,
Weather, AI, Environment, Moorage and Transfer, Points. These open different panels below them.
You always work roughly from left to right on these sections.
Image 1. Icon buttons at the top-right of the Mission
Editor: Create, Mission, Weather, AI, Environment,
Moorage and Transfer, Points.

Create
In this panel you add the mission objects to the environment, including invisible areas which can later
be used for waypoint interactivity. The objects fall in 3 categories: Player, Static and AI. With simple
missions you will only add just one player ship. Every mission usually has multiple waypoints. Before
you can create waypoints, you first need to add the objects or areas that later on become waypoints.
Adding AI objects is something you usually do at a later stage, when all the waypoints are added, and
AI paths are added.
Mission
In the Mission section, you add a title and description to your mission. You set which of the player
ships is the active one when the mission is started. Even when there is just one player ship in the
mission, you still need to set it as start by selecting it, and clicking on the button “Set as start”. Once
that is done, you add waypoints one by one with the Add waypoint button and following the
subsequent dialog boxes with settings.
Weather
In this section you set the weather conditions in the current environment. You can change some
weather parameters with waypoint logic. You can add additional environments to the mission and set
different weather parameters for each environment.
AI
In the AI section, you can create the basic paths, or routes, to be followed by the autonomous vessel
traffic (usually called AI ships). You use the Insert key of the keyboard for setting path nodes.
Environment
If you want your mission to contain multiple environments, to allow the player for example to move
from the harbour to open sea, or to the next harbour, you add these extra environments in this section.
You can move to a selected environment with the “Switch to environment” button. In the new
environment, you can add static objects, turn them into active waypoints, and add new AI paths and
traffic.
Moorage and Transfer
If you want the player ship (or any other ship) to start in moored or anchored condition, or with a
towing line to another vessel, you can bring the lines across in this section. If your mission contains
waypoints that involve passenger pick-up, or containers to be loaded, you can add people and
containers to active areas in this section.
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Points
Ship Simulator 2008 contains a system of ranks. People can improve their ranks by completing
missions successfully. You can set how much you want people to improve on their current ranking in
the Points section. To prevent people from cheating by making simple missions with too much ranking
improvement, there is a process of external evaluation and accreditation before any new mission really
adds points to ranks. For this reason, the elements of the Ranking panel are disabled in the public
version of the Mission Editor.

Example mission “Rescue drowning person”
In the following sequence of screenshots, we will show you how to create a simple rescue mission like
the one included with SS08.

Figure 1 Create a new mission, starting in Phi Phi Islands. Drag and drop a rescue boat from the list of player
ships into the scene. With the arrows around the ship you can move and rotate it.
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Figure 2 Click on Static (next to Player) in the right-hand toolbar to get the list of static objects. Drag Area into the
scene. Click on “Edit object” at the bottom, to give the area a name. Type in “Drowning person”. This area will
later be used to make a waypoint of a drowning person, to be rescued by the player.

Figure 3 Also from the list of Static objects, drag in a “Luxury motor yacht” into the scene, some distance away
from the drowning man and the player ship. You can see the active objects appear in the list at the right-hand
bottom. If you ever get lost in the scene, you can quickly get back to any of these objects by selecting it and
clicking on the “Center on selection” button at the bottom.
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Figure 4 Go to the Mission section. Now click on “Define WP”. A
dialog box appears in the top-right area. In case of multiple player
ships, you need to select the one for which this will be a waypoint
as waypoints are always ship-specific. In this case, only the
Rescue boat appears in the list. Click on it and then on Next.

Figure 5 In the next dialog box, you need to select the object or
area which will become the waypoint. In this case, we added only
3 objects, from which we can now choose. Select the “Area
drowning person”. Click on Next.
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Figure 6 In the next dialog box, you need to specify the type of
waypoint. If you played some missions in the game, you will
recognise some of these. Select “Rescue”. Then set the maximum
speed that is allowed to complete the waypoint to 1 knots, the radius
to 20 meter, and the time that the player needs to keep his boat
within this radius to the waypoint at a speed below the maximum
speed of 1 knots to 10 seconds.
You can set values by typing them, or by clicking the mouse cursor
on the small blue up & down arrows next to a parameter end clickshifting upwards or downwards. .
OffsetX and OffsetY allow you to shift the centre of the circle of the
waypoint away from the middle of the object. This is useful for
example if you want the player to drop a person on a large vessel.
The drop-off point is likely not the centre of the ship, but the side of
ship, located close to the living quarters.
The “Deactivate” option allows you to hide the waypoint from the list
of waypoints that the player sees when he starts the mission. With
another waypoint you can activate the waypoint, so it suddenly pops
up in the list. This feature allows you to create suspense in your
mission. The player doesn’t know what’s next in the action list until he
completed a task successfully.
Under “Special conditions” you can set some waypoint-specific
parameters. In our case, the Rescue waypoint, we need to set how
many people need to be rescued from the water. Click the OK button
when you set the correct number.
Under “Waypoint texts”, you need to add the text which will appear in
the message pop-up and also next to the waypoint icon. “Waypoint
objective” is always visible when the waypoint is active. “Waypoint
reached text” pops up when the waypoint is completed successfully.
The small green dots indicate that the parameters are set in an
acceptable way. The red dots indicate that a setting or some text is
still needed.

Figure 7 When you filled in all the text and made all parameter
settings, the bottom part of the waypoint dialog box should look like
this. Click on Done when you are finished. Now the waypoint is added
to the mission.
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Figure 8 Now we need to add the second waypoint, whereby we drop
the person we just rescued off at his motor yacht. Click on “Define
WP”, select the Rescue boat as the player ship, and select the
“Luxury motor yacht” as the waypoint object. This will be a waypoint
of type Taxi, which is used for picking up and dripping off people. Fill
the waypoint dialog box in as shown in the image on the right.
In principle, the mission is now playable. It is roughly the same as
how it was added to the game as one of the first missions. To
enhance the learning value of this tutorial, we will add some more
waypoints, showing additional features of the editor.

Figure 9 We can set the weather conditions for a more gloomy, sinister atmosphere.
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Figure 10 We can finish the mission by letting the player bring the rescue boat back to its mooring place, and
connect the front and back mooring lines. To do this, we first need to add two boulders at the jetty. Go to the
Create section of the editor, click on Static, Boulder type 2, and drag the boulder to the jetty. As soon as you
added the boulder, click on “Edit object” and add a recognisable name like “Front boulder”. Repeat the above for
the back boulder (screenshot above). Watch the objects appear in the Object list at the bottom right.

Figure 11 Click on “Define WP”, select Rescue Boat as the player ship, then select “front boulder” as the waypoint
object, and enter the details as shown in the dialog box above. Click “Done”. Repeat the process for the second
mooring line. Now the mission is finished when the player steered the rescue boat back to the jetty, and moored
both mooring lines at close distance to the boulders.
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Figure 12 We can also start the mission in moored condition. Click on the “Moorage and Transfer” button, tick the
“MooringLine” option. Green and orange dots appear at the vessel and the boulders. Click on the left-back orange
dot of the vessel, and then on the back boulder. A mooring line appears as a straight line with a red dot. This line
will appear as a more realistic looking mooring line in play mode. Clicking on the red dot will delete the mooring
line again. Repeat the process for the front mooring line. In play mode, the player can only move away with the
rescue boat after disconnecting the mooring lines. There is no need to add waypoints for this.
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Figure 13 To give the mission more variety, we could
let the player tow the motor yacht to a specific point, for
example the jetty. To do this, we need to add a Towing
waypoint for the object “Luxury motor yacht”. If we had
given it a specific name, it would have appeared on the
top area of the waypoint dialog box. With the current
settings, this waypoint will be completed when a towing
line is connected by the player between the rescue
boat and the yacht.

Figure 14 Now we need to specify at which point the
player needs to disconnect the towing line again. By
specifying a location close to the jetty, we force the
player to tow the yacht to the new, presumably safe
location. We could add a new area in the scene, but we
can also double-use one of the boulders, like shown
here.
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Figure 15 We need to change the order of the
waypoints, as the last added waypoints are at the
bottom of the list by default, while the mission should
end with the mooring waypoints we created earlier.
You can use the buttons “Move up” and “Move down”
for that. Selecting a waypoint from the list will show all
its parameters.
If the panel is longer than can be shown on your
screen, you can shift down using the vertical bar on the
right-hand side. The blue area of this bar shows the
visible vertical position of the panel.
You can change all parameters and text of the
waypoints. It is good practice to click through all
waypoints after you created a mission, to test if the
sequence is still correct. An incorrect waypoint
sequence may lead to a mission that cannot be
completed.

Figure 16 To increase the livelihood of your mission, and possibly to make it more difficult to play it, you can add
self-sailing ships to the environment. These are also referred to as autonomous vessels, or abbreviated as AI
(Artificial Intelligence) traffic. Go to the AI section. Click on “New” to create a new path, which will be followed by
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the AI vessels. Create a meaningful name, so you can later on identify the path from possibly a whole series of
paths, like in our case “Yachts along coastline anti-clockwise”. Then add path nodes using the Insert key of your
keyboard.
By default, a node will appear quite big, as it can also be used for open sea and large vessels, where space is
more widely available than small yachts near a shallow coastline. You can shrink the node by keeping the Shift
key pressed and shifting the mouse up and down with the left mouse button also pressed.
Move through the scene to the spot where the next nodes needs to be placed, using the cursor keys. Turn around
by shifting the mouse left/right while keeping the left mouse button pressed. Zoom in and out using the scroll
wheel. Place the next node again with the Insert key. Once placed, you can select a node by clicking on it, and
shifting it with the mouse.

Figure 17 After you placed and sized a few nodes, your pad should look roughly like this. You can still insert new
nodes in-between two existing nodes, by positioning the cursor where the new node should appear, and pressing
the Insert button.
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Figure 18 You can now add AI ships by going to the Create panel, click on the AI button, which will show all
available autonomous vessels that can be used. Click on “Luxury Motor Yacht” and drag it to the path.

Figure 19 As soon as you dropped an AI vessel close to a path,
it will start to move, following the nodes. It will try to make a
smooth turn, in accordance with the dynamics of the real vessel.
Bigger nodes give it more room to make naturally looking turns.
You can shift a ship next to a path, and it will roughly follow the
boundary of the path.
You can add multiple vessels of the same or different types to
the same path. Watch out to give each of them a different
distance to the centre of the path, to avoid traffic jams, as
different ship types have a different sailing speed.
When an AI ship reaches the end of its path, it will be spawned
back to the start of the path. So it will follow the same path over
and over again.
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Figure 20 To check for possible collisions and traffic jams, you
can speed up the movement speed of the AI vessels, using the
Ships tab of the AI panel. The Reset button will set all AI vessels
to their starting position. You can do a visual check, specially at
corners of the AI path, if they all run smooth and don’t cross
each other.
In general you should avoid making different AI paths that cross
each other. Undoubtedly at some stage, two AI vessels on each
path will get on collision course. If the player ship is far away
from them, so the player doesn’t see them, they will sail through
each other. But when the player ship is close to them, they will
collide with each other, or stop and wait for each other. In spite
of their title of AI, they are not so intelligent as to follow the
collision avoidance rules of the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO).

Waypoint types
Any object you add into environment can be turned into one or more waypoints. Most missions use the
Area object, but you could use also static ships, buoys, AI vessels and player vessels (in case you
added more than one player vessel) as waypoint.
There are 16 types of waypoints which you can use to create a mission. These are explained in this
section. Have a look again at figure 14.
Normal – This is the most simple waypoint: just a circle in the water (or on land in case you make a
mission for the hovercraft). The player needs to steer his vessel through the circle to complete the
waypoint.
Taxi – With the taxi waypoint you can pick up or drop of people. In case you want to pick up people
from a ship or an area, it is a good idea to place some waiting people at the pick-up area. You can do
this in the Moorage & Transfer section on the right-hand side. When you tick the Passengers option
there, you can see grey spheres at the spots where you can place people (see figure XX). Clicking on
these spots will add a person. Each person appears in the scene, and also in the Connections area of the
Moorage & Transfer panel.

Figure 21 You can place people at certain spots or inside ships using the Moorage and Transfer panel. The
people you place appear in the Connections list, from where you can remove them as well.

When you create a taxi waypoint, you need to specify the maximum speed the player ship can have in
order to complete the waypoint, the radius of the area, and the time the player ship needs to stay there.
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You then need to specify how many people need to be picked up or dropped off under Special
conditions. Set a number and click OK. Specify some text that appears before the player reaches the
waypoint (Waypoint objective) and text that appears when the waypoint is completed successfully
(Waypoint reached text). Click Done and the waypoint is set.
If you want players to pick up 3 people at this
waypoint, make sure you set at least 3 passengers
there with Moorage & Transfer. Under Special
conditions, you always need to set all parameters
to another value than -1, the default.

Figure 22 Settings under Special conditions to let the
player pick up 3 people and drop off none.

Container – This works similar to the taxi waypoint. Place containers on areas or vessels under the
Moorage & Transfer panel. Let the player pick these up by specifying the number under the Special
conditions of the waypoint panel. Like with taxi waypoints, always specify valid numbers to pick up
or drop off under Special conditions.
Rescue – This also works similar to the taxi waypoint. No need to place passengers there, they will be
placed automatically by the number you specify under the Special conditions of the waypoint panel.
This waypoint can only be specified for Area objects on water surface. You always need to specify the
desired number of people to be rescued under Special conditions. Don’t forget to click on OK to fix
the setting!
Mooring – The waypoint will be completed when the player connects a mooring line between the
player ship and a shore based mooring object, like a boulder you placed on the quay, within the radius
of the circle. So the ship’s centre point needs to be inside the waypoint radius, then the player needs to
go to the Connections setting, and establish a mooring line.
Anchor - The waypoint will be completed when the player drop the anchor inside the radius of the
waypoint circle, with speed below the specified maximum.
Towing – The player needs to connect a towing rope between the player vessel and another vessel
(static or AI). So this waypoint is usually to be created with a static ship as the basis and not an area
object.
Disconnect – The player needs to disconnect a towing rope with the player vessel inside the waypoint
circle. Usually you need to create such a disconnect waypoint after a towing waypoint, at a different
location, or else the player could immediately disconnect the towing line after connecting it. The
Disconnect waypoint forces the player to actually tow the second vessel from A to B.
Crane – The use of this waypoint is very restricted. It was developed for container loading missions,
whereby containers are loaded from the quay to the Vermaas container vessel. The mission cannot
contain any other Vermaas object that just one player object Vermaas and one player object Crane. So
you can create missions whereby the Vermaas starts in harbour A, sails to harbour B, moors in front of
the crane, loads a few containers, and sails to harbour C.
Trigger_UnhideWaypoint – You can let a mission start with some (or all) waypoints invisible
initially, by ticking the “Deactivate WP” option for each waypoint that needs to be hidden. To activate
it, you need to insert a Trigger_UnhideWaypoint before the hidden (inactive) waypoint. All trigger
waypoints are themselves excluded from the visible waypoint list, and indicated with EX in the
Mission Editor. You need to make sure that the player crosses each Trigger_UnhideWaypoint WP in
time, or else the mission cannot be completed. You usually place a trigger WP like this on the same
object as the previous visible waypoint, so the player simply cannot miss it. Don’t forget to set the
Delay time (in seconds) and the WaypointID of the waypoint that needs to be activated, under Special
conditions.
Trigger_UnhidePlayerObject – Similarly, you can let a mission start with a player object and all of
its waypoints inactive. The vessel itself will be visible in the 3D scene, but it will not be usable as a
player ship yet. You can deactivate a player object with the option “Deactivate playerobject”, under
the object list of the Mission panel. Using the Trigger_UnhidePlayerObject, you can activate the
player ship during the mission. Starting with some inactive waypoints and player vessels and
activating them during the mission can lead to more exciting gameplay, as the player cannot see all the
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tasks of the mission upfront. Don’t forget to set the Delay time (in seconds) and the ObjectID of the
waypoint that needs to be activated, under Special conditions.
Trigger_OverrideEnvironmentSwitch – This waypoint can teleport the player vessel to another
environment, or to another place in the same environment. Lengthy missions can be shortened this
way, and missions can become more varied by encompassing multiple harbours. You can also teleport
the player to open sea, with different weather conditions and waves. By default, the player vessel reeappears in the new environment at one of the spawn points. You can add a Trigger_Teleport waypoint
in the new environment to let the teleported player vessel appear at that spot.
Trigger_ChangeWeather – You can let the weather
change during a mission. As there are many sliders for all
kinds of weather settings, we simplified this process by
defining a few weather presets. You need to set just one of
these presets to 1, and all the others to 0. You cannot mix
them. You can also set the EffectTime to the number of
seconds that the changeover from old to new weather
setting needs to take. Figure 21 shows a correct setting for a
weather change to the Rain preset.

Figure 23 Example settings for the weather
change trigger waypoint.

Trigger_DamageEngine – Using this waypoint, you can
either create damage to the rudder and engines of another
player ship, in case DamageSelf is set to 0, or to create
damage to the active player ship, in case DamageSelf is set
to 1. The damage will, as the name suggests, lead to less
steering effect or less engine power. Use this waypoint in
case for example you want to let the player get engine
damage in a big storm, after which he needs to call in for
assistance, to be towed into a harbour. Or get a rescue boat
alongside with a mechanic to fix the engines (taxi waypoint
of rescue boat with damaged player ship as the basis).

Figuur 24 Example of settings for damaging
another player ship’s engines and rudder.

Trigger_Flare – This waypoint lets the object (normally a static or AI vessel that needs assistance) on
which it is based, shoot off a flare.
Trigger_Sink – With this waypoint you can make a vessel sink. You can use it on the current active
player vessel, or on any other player, static or AI vessel. The sinking occurs not immediately, but
slowly, dependent on the size of the vessel.
Trigger_Teleport – This is the spawn point in the new location, where a player ship appears after it
was teleported with a Trigger_OverrideEnvironmentSwitch waypoint.
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Waypoint Options
Conditions to reach waypoint:


Speed – maximum speed that the player vessel can move to complete the waypoint.



Radius around the centre of the object which was used as the basis of the waypoint, indicating
the area where the player ship needs to be to complete this waypoint.



Time in seconds, how long the player ship needs to be within the radius with a speed lower
than the max speed to complete the waypoint



OffsetX and OffsetZ – You can shift the centre of the waypoint circle away from the object
centre in two horizontal directions. Useful if you for example want to drop people off at the
side of a large vessel, for example a pilot.

Deactivate – Waypoints and player vessels can start in an inactive state. They can be activated during
the mission when the player completes a Trigger_UnhidePlayerObject waypoint or a
Trigger_UnhideWaypoint waypoint.
Render style: land – normally, waypoints are indicated with green circles on the water surface. With
the addition of a hovercraft to the game, land-based waypoints are becoming an option in missions.
These green circles are not visible on land. The Render style: land option creates a half-transparent
vertical cylinder at the waypoint, which is also visible on land.
Waypoint objective – Text which will be visible next to the waypoint icon, and also pops up in the
message box, with a description of the next waypoint. It can be a directive, like “sail to the Erasmus
Bridge and moor the vessel on the North side”, or just a simple description of the waypoint location,
like “Erasmus Bridge South side”.
Waypoint reached text – Text which pops up when the player finished the current waypoint. This can
also have a directive, like “Now steer in Northerly direction”, or just a message like “Well done! You
saved two people!”.

Additional comments
In the Create section, there are a few options with that can be ticked:
Automatically center on create – With this option, the center of the rotation point is centered on the
object you placed last into the scene. You can center it on another object by double-clicking on that
object.
Never sleep dynamics – Normally, when you place objects on the water, like ships, buoys, icebergs,
they become active for collisions only when you get close to them. When you move away to a larger
distance, the switch to non-dynamic mode. This is to save performance. It works fine for most objects
and circumstances. You never notice the switchover from passive to active. For some objects however,
like large static or AI ships or icebergs, you want them to stay in dynamics mode all the time. For
example, if you used the Titanic as an AI vessel, and it approaches an iceberg. If you with a player
ship (like a rescue boat) watch the Titanic from a distance approach the iceberg, you would see it sail
straight through the iceberg if one of the two was in passive mode. So in this situation, both the AI
Titanic and the static iceberg need to have the Never sleep dynamics option switched on.
Display information in scene – This option shows additional textual information in the scene, about
the objects you placed into the environment. It may help you in case the mission cannot be completed,
to find out what goes wrong.
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Epilepsy warning Notes
WARNING READ BEFORE USING YOUR VIDEO GAME SYSTEM READ THIS NOTICE
BEFORE YOU OR YOUR CHILD PLAYS ANY COMPUTER GAME
A very small percentage of individuals have a condition which may cause them to experience epileptic
seizures or have momentary loss of consciousness when viewing certain kinds of flashing lights or
patterns that are commonly present in our daily environment. These persons may experience seizures
while watching some kinds of television pictures or playing certain computer games. Players who
have not had any previous seizures may nonetheless have an undetected epileptic condition. If you or
anyone in your family has experienced symptoms linked to an epileptic condition (e.g. a seizure or
loss of awareness), immediately consult your physician before playing any computer games.
We recommend that parents observe their children while they play computer games. If you or your
child experience any of the following symptoms: dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitching,
involuntary movements, loss of awareness, disorientation, or convulsions, discontinue immediately
and consult your physician before resuming play.
FOLLOW THESE PRECAUTIONS WHENEVER USING COMPUTER GAMES
-

When playing computer games, do not sit or stand too close to the monitor. Play as far back
from the screen as possible.

-

Play computer games on the smallest available monitor.

-

Do not play if you are tired or need sleep.

-

Always play in a well-lit room.

-

Be sure to take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour while playing.

REPETITIVE STRAIN WARNING
Some people may experience fatigue or discomfort after playing for a long time. Regardless of how
you feel, you should ALWAYS take a 10 to 15 minute break every hour while playing. If your hands
or arms become tired or uncomfortable while playing, stop and rest. If you continue to experience
soreness or discomfort during or after play, listen to the signals your body is giving you. Stop playing
and consult a doctor. Failure to do so could result in long term injury. If your hands, wrist or arms
have been injured or strained in other activities, use of your system could aggravate the condition.
Before playing, consult a doctor.

License Agreements
LIMITED SOFTWARE AND WARRANTY LICENSE AGREEMENT
SHIP SIMULATOR 2008
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY: THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM (WHICH INCLUDES
COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM, THE MEDIA AND RELATED DOCUMENTATION IN PRINTED
OR ELECTRONIC FORM) IS LICENSED TO YOU ON THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW, WHICH
CONSTITUTES A LEGAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND VSTEP BV ("Owner"). BY OPENING
THIS PACKAGE, AND/OR INSTALLING OR OTHERWISE USING THE PROGRAM, YOU AGREE TO
BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT WITH Owner. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE
TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, OR YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE THE PROGRAM
YOU SHOULD RETURN THE PROGRAM TO THE VENDOR FROM WHICH YOU OBTAINED THE
PROGRAM AND REQUEST A REFUND.
This program is protected by the copyright laws of The Netherlands, international copyright treaties and
conventions and other laws. The Program is licensed, and not sold, and this Agreement confers no title or
ownership to the Program or any copy thereof.
Limited Use License. Owner grants you the non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one
copy of the Program solely for your personal use on a single computer.
Ownership. All intellectual property rights in and to the Program (including but not limited to video, audio and
other content incorporated therein) and title to any and all copies thereof are owned by Owner or its licensors,
and you receive no right or interest therein other than the limited license in paragraph 1 hereof.
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YOU SHALL NOT:
Copy the Program except a single backup copy.
Sell, rent, lease, license, distribute or otherwise transfer or make available to any other person the Program, in
whole or in part, or use the Program or any part thereof in any commercial context, including but not limited in a
service bureau, "cyber or Internet cafe", computer gaming center or any other commercial location in which
multiple users may access the Program. Owner may offer a separate Site License Agreement to permit you to
make the Program available for commercial use; see the contact information below.
Reverse engineer, derive source code, modify, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works of the
Program, in whole or in part.
Remove, disable or circumvent any proprietary notices or labels contained on or within the Program.
Export or re-export the Program or any copy or adaptation in violation of any applicable export restrictions or
other laws or regulations.
LIMITED WARRANTY. Publisher warrants to the original consumer licensor of the Program that the recording
medium on which the Program is recorded will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 90 days
from the date of purchase. If the recording medium of a product is found defective within 90 days of original
purchase, Publisher agrees to replace, free of charge, such product within such period upon its receipt of the
Product, postage paid, with proof of the date of purchase, as long as the Program is still being manufactured by
Owner. In the event that the Program is no longer available, Publisher retains the right to substitute a similar
program of equal or greater value. This warranty is limited to the recording medium containing the Program as
originally provided by Publisher and is not applicable and shall be void if the defect has arisen through abuse,
mistreatment, or neglect. Any implied warranties prescribed by statute are expressly limited to the 90-day period
described above.
EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,
WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR
NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY KIND SHALL BE
BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE Owner.
When returning the Program for warranty replacement please send the original product disk only in protective
packaging and include: (1) a photocopy of your dated sales receipt; (2) your name and return address typed or
clearly printed; (3) a brief note describing the defect, the problem(s) you encountered and the system on which
you are running the Program.
LIMITATION ON DAMAGES.
IN NO EVENT WILL Owner BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE PROGRAM,
INCLUDING DAMAGES TO PROPERTY, LOSS OF GOODWILL, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL
INJURIES, EVEN IF Owner HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. Owner
LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID FOR THE LICENSE TO USE THIS
PROGRAM. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN
IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC
LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO
JURISDICTION.
TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights of Owner, this Agreement will terminate automatically
if you fail to comply with its terms and conditions. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Program
and all of its component parts.
INJUNCTION. Because Owner would be irreparably damaged if the terms of this Agreement were not
specifically enforced, you agree that Owner shall be entitled, without bond, other security or proof of damages,
to appropriate equitable remedies with respect to breaches of this Agreement, in addition to such other remedies
as Owner may otherwise have under applicable laws.
INDEMNITY. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold Owner, its partners, publishers, distributors, affiliates,
contractors, officers, directors, employees and agents harmless from all damages, losses and expenses arising
directly or indirectly from your acts and omissions to act in using the Program pursuant to the terms of this
Agreement.
MISCELLANEOUS. For authorized use of software You must possess a rightfully obtained License Key.
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Except as expressly authorized by this Agreement, You shall not make available the Software, Accompanying
materials, or any License Key to any third party. You will use your best efforts to cooperate with and assist the
Owner in identifying and preventing any unauthorized use, copying, or disclosure of the Software,
Accompanying materials, or any portion thereof.
This software is for entertainment purposes only. The software must not be used as a training tool.
Use of this software or any part of it to transfer data to other third party software is prohibited without the
written permission of Owner.
The Owner maintains the right to block or otherwise disable License Keys if they are considered to be
distributed over the Internet or otherwise obtained illegally.
The system requirements for this game are based on version 1.0 of the game. Installing patches may influence
the minimum system requirements.
The Owner may drop support for a problem, when the problem has been fixed in a patch.
This Agreement represents the complete agreement concerning this license between the parties and supersedes
all prior agreements and representations between them. It may be amended only by a writing executed by both
parties. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable for any reason, such provision shall be
reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable and the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of The
Netherlands and you consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Dutch courts.

If you have any questions concerning this license agreement, you may contact us at:
VSTEP BV
The Netherlands
E-mail: info@shipsim.com
Please visit our website - www.shipsim.com
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